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Revelation 20, 1994
 acrylic on canvas, 71 × 51 cm

OTTO RAPP

The Art of the Mystic
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subconscious world as an inseparable whole. I draw my 
inspirations from the layered labyrinth underground 
which represents the other side of life, which is an 
inner imaginative-inspirational counterpart to the 
outer world, expressed with the help of logic-alogic 
associations, analogizations and symbolism.

The paintings in the cyclus Bogomil’s Universe 
are derived by creating textural surfaces, the method of 
Decalcomania as pioneered by the Surrealists, letting 
color, consistency and flow of the paint determine 
initial shapes, which are then interpreted by adding 
onto, or deleting. In the later works, films of gossamer-
thin acrylics are stripped from non-absorbent supports 

BOGOMIL’S UNIVERSE
the Inner Universe of Otto Rapp

Bogomil’s Universe is an excursion into the realms of 
the Inner Universe - a parallel universe that exists in the 
mind, and glimpses thereof are presented here. I am 
increasingly reluctant to speak of my work as strictly 
and exclusively surrealistic. While Surrealism provided 
the initial spark, and some of the methods of Surrealism 
are employed, I do not suppress the influence of the 
rational and selective focus. Thus, particularly in later 
works, there is to be found a conscious juxtaposition 
of the complementary forces of inspiration and reason.

I do not concern myself with the elimination 
of the rational, the exclusivity of the irrational and 
the absurd, but presentation of the conscious and 

Pablo’s Last Concert, 1990
acrylic on canvas, 102 × 76 cm
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(such as glass or plastic) and affixed, in a collage-like 
fashion, to the painting.

An article about the Gnostic Bogomil of 10th 
Century Bulgaria inspired the title of the first painting 
in the cyclus: Bogomil’s Vegetable Garden. For a time in 
history, the term bogomilism seemed to be associated, 
or synonymous with, outlandish and unorthodox 
beliefs. This, and the Gnostic doctrine of dualism are 
the only touching points: at no time have I attempted 
to represent a literal, illustrative interpretation of the 
theme. Indeed, the detailed and lushly textured images 
presented would be anathema to the Bogomil belief 
that matter is irredeemably evil.

My interest in Religion and Mythology is 
particularly expressed in my drawings. Technically, 
they are counterpoint to the Bogomil Cyclus paintings, 
relying almost entirely on the action of the sharpened 
pencil point on virginal paper, as opposed to textured 
surfaces as inspirational departure points in my 
paintings. In both instances however, the outcome is 
not predetermined. The act of painting or drawing is a 
memorable trip into the uncharted realms of the Inner 
Universe , the results of which are presented to you here 
after the fact.

September 1983

Fomorii General, 2011
graphite on matboard (carton), 43 cm × 29 cm
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Bogomils Landing, 1978.-1992
acrylic on canvas, 80,5 × 60 cm

There are universal archetypes that may be found deep 
inside our collective unconscious. While seemingly 
extraterrestrial and alien, they are also strangely 
familiar. I will take the viewer into an area that they 
might have been in before in another existence or 
have visited it in their dreams. It is a method “in this 
madness” but everything appears when we eliminate 
conscious guidance. The work grows seemingly by 
itself, like frost flowers on a windowpane.

Otto Rapp is a genuinely great artist set apart 
from the superficial hype and business of an art-
marketing machine of trendy movements spewing 
exhaust through the wilderness of contemporary art. 

His work is built of the bricks laid down in his native 
Austria by the renowned Fantastic artists of Vienna. 
The revelations and rapture of Otto’s work brings 
transpersonal elements into play and his drawings, 
prints and paintings reveal something leagues beyond 
a quaint realism or merely fanciful art. There are the 
rumblings of mystery; deep secrets of a transformative 
consciousness just about to break through to 
illumination. Rapp’s work is a powerful light on the 
path of vision that takes one beyond the numbing 
nonsense and noise of the pseudo-vaudeville theater 
of modern ‘art’ and into the broad and enlightening 
vistas of Truth. He introduces the viewer, sometimes 
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Vindobona Altarpiece I, 1993
graphite on paper, 92 × 64 cm

for the first time, to the divisions in consciousness that 
exist between dreams and non-ordinary states, between 
sensory experience and realms of imagination, between 
intuition and visionary inspiration while re-visioning 
and reinstating art as a potent and sacred language and 
powerful key to understanding human nature and our 
inherent qualities.

Aside from Otto Rapp’s accomplishments as a 
visual artist, he is an emerging leader and networker 
in the genres of Surreal, Fantastic and Visionary Art 
and demonstrates tremendous organizational skills. As 
if that is not enough, Otto also exhibits a profound 
knowledge of art history, philosophy of aesthetics and 

powers of analysis which is eloquently expressed in his 
skill as a writer and demonstrated on various websites 
and blogs on the Internet, several of which he himself 
founded, designed, produced and administrates. One 
would be lucky to connect with Otto Rapp for any 
one of his many talents, creative products or services. 
Finally, as a human being he is generous, inspiring, 
friendly, easy to work with and emanates a contagious 
optimism and creative flair in whatever he turns his 
mind and skills to.

Prof. Philip Rubinov Jacobson, MFA
Artist, Author and Educator
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Eros Thanatos II, 2017
graphite drawing on paper, 120 × 100 cm
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Bogomils Monastic Retreat, 1997
acrylic on masonite, 84 × 62 cm
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Grey Day at the Factory, 1985
acrylic on canvas, mounted on Masonite, 49,5 × 33cm
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The Beast of Babylon, 1980
graphite on paper, 56 × 76 cm
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Christian Fantasy Portrait, 2008
graphite on Arches etching paper, 34 × 38 cm
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Part of the Alatarpiece from Vindobona Church  III – Snakes and Ladders, 1994
graphite drawing on Arches etching paper, 48 cm x 65 cm
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Selfportrait with the Critical Eye, 1978. to ’82 
acrylic on canvas, mounted on masonite, 77 × 92 cm, restored 1994
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The Visitor, 1994
acrylic on masonite, 72 × 61 cm
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Ouroboros perpetual motion machine, 2009
graphite on Arches paper, 47 × 56 cm
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Otto Rapp

Born in 1944 in Felixdorf, Lower Austria, I lived and was educated in Vienna, 
where later I worked as a clerk in the Transport and Insurance Business. After 
completing service in the Austrian Air Force, I traveled throughout Europe, 
eventually settling in Stockholm, Sweden in 1964.

As a painter I was initially self taught. Encouraged by an art dealer in Stockholm, 
I began to paint more seriously.

Traveling around in 1968, I wound up in Western Canada where eventually I 
settled in Lethbridge, Alberta. It was in Canada where the majority of my mature 
work was produced.
Working for the Canadian Pacific Railway, I quit in 1977 to attend the Bachelor 
of Fine Arts Program at the University of Lethbridge, graduating (with great 
distinction) in 1982.
In Canada, I participated in many exhibitions, and held several Solo Shows.

Throughout my years in Canada, I had been the subject of many reviews and 
newspaper articles as well as local television shows in Calgary and Lethbridge 
while being active as an artist, art instructor, curator, studio technician, art critic 
and juror.

I re-joined the Canadian Pacific Railway in 1982 and worked there until 
retirement in 2006.
In 2011, I returned to Austria, where I had a studio in Vienna at the Palais 
Palffy until summer 2014 and Ernst Fuchs had his downtown studio there. Since 
returning to Austria I participated in many exhibitions world-wide.

In January 2015 I moved my studio to the Kunstquartier Wien in Wien-Meidling.
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